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A System for Automatic Network Analysis
By Douglas Kent Rytting and Steven Neil Sanders

Wrrs rnr ADVENT oF new, highly sophisticated micro-
wave devices and systems, there has developed a need
for fast, accurate, and complete characterization of the
networks that comprise them. Two popular techniques

exist for characteization of microwave networks. They
can be broadly classified as fixed-frequency or swept-
frequency techniques. The power of the fixed-frequency
technique is that the mismatch, tracking, and directivity
errors of the measurement system can be minimized by
'tuning out'the residual errors, achieving high accuracy.
Fixed-frequency techniques, however, are slow and some-
what tedious. Swept-frequency techniques in general offer
a fast means of gathering data across broad bandwiths,
and the advantage of intuitive insight into the device being
tested. Normally, it is difficult to account for all errors,
when using the swept-frequency technique, since they
can not be completely 'tuned out' in the broadband case.
The question is, can we somehow devise a microwave
measurement system which will provide the advantages of
the above two techniques without incurring any of the

disadvantages? Before answering, let's take a broader
look at the total microwave measurement field.

What should we list as desirable characteristics of a
microwave measurement system?l
1. Complete device characterization capability

a. linear (amplitude and phase)

b. non-linear

c. noise

2. Accuracy

3. Speed
4. Flexibility
5. Ease of use

A system aimed at achieving many of these character-
istics is the HP Model 8542A Automatic Network Ana-
lyzer shown in Fig. 1. The effort has been to combine the

advantages of the fixed-frequency and swept-frequency

techniques. The Automatic Network Analyzer uses a

stepped-CW sweep rather than a continuous one, so a

finite number of points for measurement and error cor-
rection results. Instead of tuning-out the system errors

at each frequency point, the systematic internal errors are

first measured. then taken into account as the device is

measured. The internal system errors are vectorially sub-

tracted from the measurement data, correcting the meas-

urement and leaving only the true characteristics of the

device. System errors need only be characterized at the

beginning of a set of measurements. A complete error

model of the Automatic Network Analyzer can be con-

structed by measuring appropriate standards. The stand-
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ards used are such devices as shorts, opens, and sliding
loads, which are relatively easy to characterize and manu-
facture to accurate tolerances.

To recap, the system measurement procedure is as
follows: 1) calibration, 2) measurement, and 3) correc-

tion of the data.

Clearly, data storage and mathematical manipulation

are required. A relatively small instrumentation computer
will provide this function elegantly.' Blending the micro-

wave instruments, computer, and software programming

will yield a powerful and flexible system which well
achieves manv of the desired characteristics.

l. Linear device characterization.
What is the best way to characteize a microwave

network? There are many sets of parameters available.
The [z], [h], [y], [ABCD] matrices are popular low-
frequency characterizations. In recent years a set has

been developed that is more practical, easier to use,
and easier to measure at microwave frequencies. This
set is the family of s-parameters.S They need not be
confined to microwaves, being also valid to represent
networks at low frequencies.

2. Accuracy
To insure that the error-correcting procedure is

w

Fig. 1. The automatic network analyzer system in this photo has an unusual number ol
readouts-note X-Y recorder, oscilloscope displays, and teleprinter. The number ot

posslb/e conligutations is almost unlimited.



valid, accurate microwave instrumentation with good
repeatability is required. Inaccuracies in the system
are then minimized by the error correction technique
given earlier. The residual system errors, all of second-
order importance, then are only those caused by im-
perfect repeatability of connectors and switches, noise
in the system, system drift, and errors in the standards
used for calibration.

It is important to measure both magnitude and phase

to achieve accuracy in characterizing networks at
microwave frequencies. Even when the intent is only
to measure magnitude, phase information is required
for high accuracy. For example, when measuring the
transmission of a filter, trying to correct for mismatch
errors without knowing the phase of the mismatch
terms can cause a large ambiguity in the amplitude
measurement, no matter how accurate the amplitude
detecting device.

3. Speed
The computer can easily control all the instrument

functions normally operated by the user. Then, too,
the calculating power of the computer greatly shortens
the time required for complete network characteriza-
tion.

4. Flexibility

S-parameters are the parameters most easily meas-
ured at microwave frequencies. Ifowever, they may
not be the desired output from the system. S-param-
eters comprise a total characterization of the network.
Therefore, the computer can transform from the s-
parameter set to any other consistent parameter set
one may wish. Not only can h, y, or z parameters be
determined, but also group delays, VSWR, return loss,
or substantially any other desired format. Transforma-
tions into other domains are also feasible, such as
determining time domain response from frequency
domain data. After accurately determining just one
set of parameters, the system, with its software, opens
an enormous range of measurement capabilities. Flex-
ibility expands further when the Automatic Network
Analyzer is augmented with computer-aided design
programs. Once a device is characterized by the sys-
tem, the resulting data can then be used by a computer
to synthesize optimum networks for the device.*

It is also important that the instrumentation and
software structure of the Automatic Network Analyzer
be modular, so the system can easily be expanded
without altering its original configuration or operation.
This simplifies adding computer peripherals or instru-
mentation options.

5. Ease of use
Since the computer controls the instruments, makes

the measurements, and manipulates the data, the user
is relieved of the mundane and difficult parts of the
measurement procedure. The imagination of the R&D
or production engineer is not merely supplemented; it
is indeed amplified by the system, and furthermore his
ideas, now in software, are made usable by many peo-
ple. More time becomes available and more desire is
created to do the long and difficult measurements
needed for imaginative design. It is important that in-
teractive hardware and software interfaces be provided
between the system and the user. This requires appro-
priate programming language and a good programming
structure. Then, too, the user/hardware interfaces
must be simple and effective.

Basic System

The HP Model 85424 Automatic Network Analyzer
concept is shown in Fig. 2. The system has three main
sections, source, measurement, and computer.

The signal generator provides the RF power from 0.1
to 18 GHz required to test the unknown device. The fre-
quency is computer-controlled and can be stabilized
(phase-locked) with at least 650,000 stable, repeatable
frequency points across an octave band. An automatic
leveling control circuit provides level power and a good

source match.
RF from the signal generator is applied to the device

under test via the s-parameter test set.s With 51 and S, set
as shown in the diagram, the ratio of the test to reference
channels is proportional to s' of the device being tested.
If S, and S, are both switched, we measure s2, of the
device. If S, or S, are switched separately, we measure sr2
or s' of the device, respectively.

The "complex ratio detector" measures the complex
ratio, i.e. the amplitude ratio and phase difterence be-
tween the reference and test channels.6 This information
is digitized and routed to the computer via the instrument
interface.

The computer takes the s-parameter data and stores it
as either calibration data, if measuring standards, or raw,
uncorrected data if measuring a device. Output from the
computer can be routed to the display, or to other com-
puter peripherals.

There are two basic systems, phase-locked and non-
phaseJocked, and two possible modes of operation in
each, manual or automatic. In the manual mode, the
system operates as a group of standard instruments with-
out computer control.
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Operation

When discussing the operation of the system, we will
consider only the phase-locked version operating in the
automatic mode. A block diagram of the source and
measurement sections of the system is shown in Fig. 3.

The total measurement sequence can be broken down
into two steps. The first is to prepare the system to make a
measurement. The second is to measure and digitize the
high-frequency s-parameter data for storage in the com-
puter.

Typically, this is the preparation sequence:
1 The desired s-parameter is selected in the s-parameter

test set.
2. The multiplexed signal source is phaseJocked to the

reference oscillator via the high-frequency phase lock
circuitry.

3. When the system is phaseJocked, a phase-lock status
indication is sent through the instrument interface to
the computer. The system will not take a measurement
until phase-lock has occurred.

4. The magnitude of the test signal into the detector is
adjusted so as to be within an optimal 5 dB range, to
enhance measurement accuracy.

5. DC offset and drift in the system are measured for later
correction by the computer.

F i g .  2 ,  F u n c t i o n a l  d i a g r a m
shows intetrelations among the
elements of Automatic Network
Analyzer sysfern.

Now that the system is prepared, the high-frequency
s-parameter data are converted into an equivalent digital
form:
1. The s-parameter test set puts out reference and test sig-

nals proportional to the desired s-parameter.
2. The reference and test channel signals are translated to

a fixed IF of 20.278 MHz by the harmonic frequency
converter.r Amplitude and phase information are not
altered in this down conversion.

3. The automatic gain control in the IF strip normalizes
the test channel amplifier to the reference channel am-
plifier. The reference and test channels are then further
down-convertedto 278 kHz for optimum detection.

4. The synchronous detector decomposes the real and
imaginary components of the test channel signal into
an equivalent dc form.

5. This dc voltage is digitized by the A/D converter.
Fig. 3 shows the source section and measurement sec-

tion overlapping. Actually, the same circuitry is used for
both functions. The s-parameter test set and frequency
converter used by the measurement section are also used
by the source section for phase-locking. This eliminates
using a separate phase-lock loop to establish the 20.278
MHz IF in the measurement section, and actually im-
proves system performance.



High Frequency Phase Lock LooP

Perhaps the high frequency phase lock can be better

understood with a qualitative look at its operation. The

phase lock loop shown in Fig. 4 compares the phase of

the two inputs into muitiplier A. Thc two relative phase

inputs are zero and d degrecs. If the signal source FM in-

put is disconnected and re-connected, the two inputs into

multiplier A. o,rr. i l f ld ,, '1p wil l init ially be at differcnt frc-

quencics. After transients have disappeared orlr1. : o1,1,.,

and d is forccd to a constant value, the phase offset of the

loop d,,. Thc locking phenonenon obeys a non-linear,

second order differential equation which wil l not bc dis-

cusscd herc.

age requircd by the signal source, to keep tu" constrained

[o  ]u r .  
-  o ) r '  :  . )J l ' .

The phase lock loop described above becomes more

complicated when thc signal source nlust cover a range

from 110 MHz to 18.0 GHz.  The refcrence osci l la tor

cannot cover a bandwidth this broad, so the signal source

must phase-lock to harmonic.s of the reference oscil lator'

This  is  accompl ished by rcplac ing nru l t ip l ier  B wi th a

sampler, and generating harmonics of the rcference os-

c i l la tor  beyond 18.0 GHz as shown in F ig.5.  Case I

transforms to locking above a harmclnic by the amount

f," and Case 2 transforms to locking below a harmonic by

f,1.. In Fig. 5, thc phase error 0 is approximately 90o for
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Fig, 3. Btock diagram ol source and measuremenf sections ol the Automatic Network
Analyzer system.

To get a feel for the operation of the phase lock loop

in steady state, consider Case I of Fig. 4. Assume the

steady state value of d is 0" = 90o.If for some reason

,r'11.' : (r)5 - !)1 ) u,rr., d starts to increase because d :

(u,'," - ,r11.) t f d,, radians. This causes v. to go negatlve,

and this rcduces r, '" ?,!-!c! ,,,",.. A redlrccd,,, ' ," cattses 6 to

increase at a slower rate. This negative fcedback reduces

,r'1p to ,,,11... For Case 2, notice that

cos(a'11t -l 0): cos[(u,, - ot,)t - 01,,u, - o* ) 0

which shows that phase information is reverscd compared

to Case l. This phasc rcversal must bc compcnsated with

another phase reversal if the loop is to be stable. This

is accomplished as the loop automaticaily shifts 4,, by

180".  which changes the s ign of  the s lope for  mul t ip l icr

A's characteristics. In general v,. adjusts itsclf to thc volt-

f" - flf. f f,n (upper sideband Case 1), or close to 2'70"

for f" : nf,. - f1p (lower sideband Case 2). n is a har-

monic number of the reference oscillator. d is delayed by

90o and applied to phase detector B. Its output will be

approximately cos l80o for Case I and cos 0o for Case

2. This polarity chanse is sensed. causing S, to open for

the upper sideband case. Thus ambiguity concerning the

source output frequency is eliminated. The source now

phase locks when nf. f" - fy1. as shown in Fig. 6.

The conrputer is given a source frequency f" by the

user. It proqrams thc reference oscil lator to

l , - ( f . ! 1 , , . ) / n M H z .

The refercnce oscil lator thcn phase-locks with the accu-

racy and long-term stability of a crystal standard. This

accurately defines the comb spectrum nf,. shovzn in Fig. 6.

The computcr also controls the coarse tuning of the signal
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source frequcncy f.. Bccausc frequency errors in coarse
tuning may be largc, pcrhaps 40 MHz, a search generator
is aclded to the phase lock loop, which increases its fre-
quency locking range. The search generator systemati-
cally changcs f" symmetrically about thc coarse tuned fre-
qucncy. When f" passcs a possible lock point, phase lock
occurs and the search generator is turned off. To prevent
the phasc lock loop from locking on the wrong harmonic
(harmonic skipping), the searclr generater should search
lcss than +f,/2 about the coarse tuning frcquency, ancl
the coarse tuning must be closcr than -+f,./2. These con-
straints arc most important at the lowest reterence frc-
quency used. If harmonic skipping occurs, the source
frequency f" is oflset an amount f ,., typically I 20 MHz. The
symmctrical clipping nctwork and 0.27o cocrse tuning
accuracy e l i rn inatc the possib i l i ty  of  harmonic sk ipping.

The IF frcqucncy. frr.. could be eliminated and the
signal sourcc can sti l l  be stabil izcd. This would also elim-
inate thc sideband scnsing circuitry. 

' I 'his 
is not done bc-

causc s-parameter information is translated to an inter-
rnediate frequency, i incl some nteans of IF stabil ization
must also bc provided. Trvo phase lock loops could be
used, but onc wil l work more simply. If the refcrence
channel IF strip is connected to the fl l tered output of
multiplicr B. the siqnal source and reference channel lF

Fig. 5. Detailed block diagram
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Ioop.
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About the hardware . . .
Each article in this issue of the Hewlett-Packard Journal
deals with some aspect of automatic network analysis. The
HP Model 85424 Automatic Network Analyzer is not a single
product of f ixed characteristics, but is instead a modular
option system. Each system produced is tailored to its use
by incorporating appropriate choices among options. There
are choices of signal sources, test sets, detectors, computers,
and computer  per ipherals .

The specific system described throughout this issue in-
corporates two important options for highest accuracy, a
frequency-stabil ized signal source, and a new precision
detector. The accuracy curves given by Hand are typical of
systems operating between 2.0 and 12.4 GHz with the op-
tions, but of course are not typical of others. The new preci-
sion detector wil l be available to update earlier HP automatic
analyzers of the 85424 family.

Many Hewlett-Packard divisions contributed directly to
the system's development. Some instruments could be di-
rectly placed in the system with no modifications. Others,
which were not originally designed with digital interfaces,
were updated. The source and measurement instruments
were modified to accept the broadband phase-locking capa-
bil ity. The performance characteristics of other instruments
were improved to meet the accuracy requirements of the
system. A number of new instruments were designed espe-
cially for the Automatic Network Analyzer.

are simultaneously stabilized in frequency. The reference

channel IF voltage is maintained relatively constant by

the ALC feedback loop in the signal source. This pro-

vides a low-noise, highJevel feedback point to connect

the high-frequency phase-lock loop.

Reference Oscil lator and System Noise Considerations

The reference oscillator provides the stable reference

frequency (f.) required by the high frequency phase-lock

loop. The frequency range for f" is from 60 to 140 MHz

in 100-Hz steps, synthesized from a crystal standard.s

The synthesis process is controlled by a fine-frequency

control word from the computer. To achieve the high

spectral purity requirement of the system, the broadband

AM and PM noise out of the synthesizer is reduced by

using an oscillator phase-locked to the output frequency

of the synthesizer. This phaseJock loop really comprises

a tracking filter. The box on page 9 cxplains how the

phaseJock loop can perform in this way.

The tracking filter cannot respond to a phase noise

input which lies outside the phase-lock loop bandwidth,

as demonstrated mathematically in the box. It can also be

seen that there is no steady-state frequency error caused

by the tracking filter. A bandpass filter is thus formed,

which is centered about the reference frequency (f,.), and

which tracks the reference frequency over the 60 to

140 MHz range.

There are two other sources of noise which contribute

to the output power spectrum of the reference oscillator

besides the noise from the synthesizer. One is the noise

Fig, 6, Source phase-locks when nl, - f,: fr.
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from the phase detector and dc amplifier in the phase-

lock loop of the tracking filter. Careful low-noise design

minimizes this source of noise. The other source of noise
is the phase noise of the VTO. Let us see how this noise
is reduced.

The loop is a high-pass filter to the phase noise pro-

duced by thc VTO. Therefore, the VTO noise within the
loop bandwidth will be reduced by the high-pass filter,
but noise outside thc loop bandwidth wil l pass. A high-
quality varactor-tuned VTO was therefore designed to
minimize the phase noise outside the loop bandwidth.

The accompanying f igure wi l l  he lp to understand how the
phase-lock loop performs as a tracking fi l ter. A phase-lock
loop acts as a f i l ter  to  both ampl i tude and phase s idebands
around a carrier. To see how this interesting function is
achieved,  consider  the b lock d iagram here.

We thus have a typical engineering tradeoff. The noise
of the synthesizer is reduced by decreasing the loop band-
width, but decreasing the loop bandwidth increases the
noise contribution of the VTO. An optimum bandwidth
exists which will minimize the sum of the two noise
sources. There also is a requirement for minimum lock-up
time, which is a function of the loop bandwidth. In the
light of these factors, it was possible to pick a best com-
promise for loop bandwidth. The synthesizer output spec-
trum and the resulting spectrum, after passing through
the tracking filter, are shown in Fig. 7.

Q(t) , h(t) = convolution of C,(t) with h(t).

The output  s ignal  x . ( t )  wi l l  be
x.(t) - B.cos[2rt,t + O t(t) + Q(t), h(t)],

where B" is an arbitrary constant.
Using the Four ier  t ransform and assuming
O(t), h(t) is small, the two-sided steady-state specttum is

x. ( t )  -  I  I  fu f r  -  t , )e , : ,+, \ f r  + L)e ' , \ t l  +
2 l '

i t+,o -t,)H(f - t,) - +(t + t,)H(t + i l l l ,  e)
)

wnere
+(t - t,)H(t - t,) = fi l tered output translated to f,,

d s - steady state phase error, and

3(t - t,) - sinusoidal component at f,.

The one-sided power spectrum of X.(f) follows from Eq. 2
and is  shown below.

Power Density

f, = 60-1tO MHz

Feedback

Equalization WO
l, = 60-lr|0 MHz' s + a K

s + b  S

Phase
Detector

The s igna l  inpu t  to  the  f  i l te r  i s

X(t) - Accos [2rt,t + O(t)],

where dr(t) is any input phase function with zero mean which
has the spectrum oi(f).

Let e(t) t_ z"t,t + O'(t).

The two terms on the r ight hand side are not correlated.
The tracking f i l ter responds only to the total argument di(t) ,
and hence to  the  phase modu la t ion ,  bu t  i t  w i l l  no t  respond
to  the  ampl i tude modu la t ion .  There  is  a  smal l  amount  o f
AM-to-PM conversion, but i t  may be regarded as negligible.

The t rans fer  func t ion  fo r  the  t rack ing  f i l te r  in  the  d ia -
gram is

e.(S/ I  H/cl _ k(S * a) /1\
e^ /57= 

' t to )  -  
S t+ lk  +  b t r  +  / ra '  I ' r

which is a low-pass f i l ter function. l t  fol lows that
0.(t) - 2rf ,t + ,h,(t) + A(t)- h(t),

where

h(t) = Ihe inverse Laplace transform of [H(S)]

Q e(t) = transient and steady state phase error
be tween the  input  and ou tpu t  o f  the  f  i l te r
ano

In  summary ,  Eq.  1  g ives  the  loop t rans fer  func t lon ,  and
Eq. 2 is the resultant steady-state spectrum. This approxi-
mates the typical response seen on a spectrum analyzer.e

eo(t)
x"(r)

Or(t)
Xi(t)

B"'/2

9 2

7fr o,<t-t)n<t-ts"
/

f,



This discussion applies to the high-frequency phase-

lock loop as well as to the tracking filter.

One more question remains, regarding the total phase

noise measured by the computer. There are three main

sources of this noise: (l) The reference oscillator noise

multiplied by the harmonic number n, (2) multiplexed

signal source noise, (3) noise produced by components in

the high-frequency phase-lock loop, primarily the sam-

plers. The noise from (1) and (2) is reduced by the high-

pass filter characteristic of the high frequency phase-lock

loop, but the equivalent noise created by the sampling

process is not reduced. All three noises are then reduced

by a 10-kHz low-pass filter in the detector, by the inte-

grating A/D converter, and by computer time averaging'

The resultant noise figure of the system is mainly deter-

mined by the noise figure of the samplers.

Future

Future automatic systems may become measurement

terminals, much like those of the computational time-

sharing services now available. In this type of system,

digital data and high level commands are transferred be-

tween the measurement terminal and the central proc-

essor, linking the user with the power of a large central

comouter. @
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Software for the Automatic
Network Analyzer
By William A. Ray and Warren W. Williams

Succsss rN DESTcNTNG coMpurER-opERATED sysrEMS
depends as much sn sefllv31s - the set of detailed pro-
gram instrusfisns - as upon hardware. The software
package is often designed and written to solve only one
special problem. However, in keeping with the overall
objectives of the HP automatic network analyzer systems,
software objectives had to take on an unusual degree of
generality:

1) Make the collection of instruments act like one very
powerful instrument.

2) Give the engineer the ability to expand software flexi-
bility in graduated steps.

3) Make it easy to add instrumentation or computing
power to existing systems.

These objectives led to designing a library of building
blocks or program routines, each performing some spe-
cialized function, these blocks combining together effi-
ciently to perform complete measurements.

Standard Measurement Soltware

An 85424 is installed initially with a set of general
purpose programs ready to make most linear network
analysis tests. Table I lists such a package for a 2-port
test set.

A series always begins with system calibration. The
program asks the user to connect a series of known de-
vices, such as short circuits or through connections, at
the system's test ports. The program then measures these
devices, storing the differences between their apparent
and ideal parameters. The reflection from a short, for
instance, is affected by source match and coupler track-
ing. After measuring the magnitude and phase of the
apparent reflection, the computer can calculate these

error terms. Later, measurements can be corrected auto-
matically for these effects, so the user can concentrate on
/zis device instead of on the microwave measurement
problems.

Once the system has been calibrated, the other pro-
grams in Table I can be loaded to make speciflc tests.
These all have access to the calibration data in a reserved
section of the computer memory.

Fig. 1 shows the teletype print-out and plot from a
typical session. The system has been calibrated and is
now ready to perform as a transistor test set. It is only
necessary to load the transistor test program. The system
signifies it is ready by typing 'CONN DEVICE: Once the
user has inserted the transistor, he types in some logging
information for his own use (underlined) and presses car-
riage return. The system then automatically measures,
corrects and saves the s-parameter description of the
transistor. This fundamental system measurement is for-
ward and reverse reflection and transmission with 50
ohm loads and sources. The description is a complete
one in the sense that the other 2-port parameters - h, y,
v11l v- can be derived from it'. The listings and plot in
Fig. 1 were all derived from the same measurement, re-
quested just by selecting a task number from a table. The
entire sequence, including calibration and type-out, re-
quired only a few minutes.

Thus the system acts like an instrument. The user con-
nects his unknown device, then specifies actions through
the teletype keyboard and a switch panel. He need not
be concerned about the array of knobs and dials before
him; the computer controls all their settings. By using a
programmed test sequence, the computer system becomes
easier to run than a manual set up.
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BASIC Interpreter

Eventually, the user will desire some special test not

available in the standard programs supplied. Often this is

simply a different way of displaying the fundamental

s-parameter data, so he can take advantage of the stand-

ar d 8 5 42 A calibr ation / corrected measurement routines.

For many such purposes, he can use an interactive lan-

guage, BASIC'z.

BASIC is a simplified subset of such full programming

languages as ALGOL or FORTRAN. BASIC is alge-

braic and easy for technical people to learn, requiring

only a few hours even on one's first exposure to com-

puter programming. As each line of program is typed

in, it is immediately checked for errors: misspelling, miss-

ing punctuation, etc. This is an ideal teaching method

because incorrect responses are caught and corrected

right away. Other types of errors which involve the logic

of the program rather than its syntax only become appar-

ent when it is run. Again, BASIC has an advantage be-

cause it is an interpreter, that is, it runs the program from

BASIC statements instead of converting to machine lan-

guage. So one can run the program and immediately go

back to an editing mode to fix any errors.

In the 85424, BASIC is normally used for special out-

puts. A standard calibration tape is used and the data

transferred to a reserved area. The user then reads in

BASIC plus an s-parameter measurement program sup-

plied, finally typing in his special display coding.

Fig. 2 shows such a sequence for a reflection test, plot-

ting return loss on the rectangular CRT Note how the

program can be run, errors fixed and then run again.

Once BASIC was loaded, no additional paper tapes were

Fig. 1. Typical sesslon tun with
standard software by the Auto-
matic Network Analyzet. Atter
taking a tull set ol s-parcmeter
measutements the insttument
has  then ca lcu la ted  var ious
gain parameters in dB. U is a
unilateral gain lactot; K is a
cilteilon ot stability. Y,, r's one
ol a number ol complex param-
eters which can be calculated
and displayed at will.

required.
Statements are identified by the line numbers on the

left. Lines beyond 9000 were a standardized reflection

measurement routine. The only programming required

was lines 100 through 240 which called the measurement

routine (GOSUB 9000) and then displayed the plot (line

2 1 0 ) .

FORTRAN

In any computer there will come a time when the

memory capacity is exceeded. At this point one must

trade some convenience or capability for more program

space. For the automatic network analyzer, this means

trading the convenient interactive programming features

of BASIC for a compiler language like FORTRAN. The

compiler checks for syntax errors and translates to

machinelanguage instructions once, as a separate opera-

tion from running the program. Thus one does not have

to keep editing and interpreting intelligence in the com-

puter when making measurements; the space is available

for a more elaborate measurement program. The com-

piled program runs faster than an interpreter program

because the translation has been done previously.

Note that although one gives up editing interaction

while writing the program, the resulting programs can

still interact with the user. The standard measurement

programs are all written in FORTRAN; they interact

through switches and teletype as shown in Fig. l.

The transition from BASIC to FORTRAN is straight-

forward because the two languages are similar in many

ways, simply using different words to say the same thing.

Fig. 3 shows a FORTRAN listing which performs the
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same function as the BASIC program in Fig. 2. Unlike

BASIC, it rcquired a half-hour's work to convert the

FORTRAN language program to a machine language

program, a process which must be repeated each time a

change is made in thc program. Besides allowing for

bigger programs, FORTRAN has two advantages over

BASIC. Variable namcs are easier to read (CALIB in-

stead of C for the calibration data array) and true sub-

routines are available (call CORRl instead of GOSUB

9000).
The availability of true subroutines is very impor-

tant because it makes modular software possible. In the

BASIC program, the code between 9000 and 9140 was

executed by a GOSUB from another part of the pro-

gram. This is the same function as call CORR1 in the

FORTRAN program. In both cases the main program

can transfer to the routine from any number of places,

and have it return automatically whcn done. Thc differ-

ence is that the BASIC corrected measurement routine

shared the same variables as the rest of the program,

while any CORRl variables are totally isolated from any

other routine. This is not very important with simple
programs because one can keep all the names straight.

However, programs may grow until they become too

complicated to treat as one cntity. Now true subroutines

are needed to isolate functional modules so they can be

written and verif ied -'debugged'- 6nss, then added to

one's personal library. In the program shown, the user

need only know how to call for the corrected measure-

ment; he cannot affect its reliability by using one of its

variable names or accidentally changing a statement.

Fig. 2. Seguence lor a rellec-
t ion test ,  run wi th s tandard
BASIC language package. Pro-
gram plots return loss, a func-
tion not included in standard
system programming. The only
programming necessary tor this
special lunction was that shown
in l ines 100-240.

This capability has been used in the 85424 software

to build a modular hierarchical package, so constructed

that an engineer need only re-write a portion to meet his

special needs. Figure 4 shows the subroutine hierarchy for

the example program in Figure 3. The main measurement
program RPLOT has access to this package through the

high level commands noted on the arrows which are the

names called in RPLOT (see Fig. 3). Each of these

routines calls in turn another layer of more specialized

routines down to those which communicate with the

instruments. Most, such as the instrument supervisor, are

common to all the 8542A software.

The entire library that is needed to write the standard

software is available for others writing new test programs.

Of course the engineer is not restricted to writing main

programs; as his needs and capabil it ies increase he can

call, modify or replace any portion of the package. For

example, he may want to change the test frequency rule

from linear steps to logarithmic spacing, or perhaps to a

table of crit ical frequencies. Since this information has

been concentrated in one short routine (CALF3), he need

replace only it, rather than re-writ ing the many routines

which call i t up. This is what is meant by functional soft-

ware modularity.

Growth Capabil it ies

The software has been designed to grow, either by add-

ing additional instruments (bias supplies, X-Y recorders,

etc.) or adding computing power. The standard 85424

system uses a computer of 8000-word memory. This

memorv can be exoanded with 4000-word internal core
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Fig. 3. FORTRAN program for
same lunction as Fig. 2. The
calls to CORRI and CALF3 ac-
cess subroutines in Dlace ol
the BASIC code between l ines
9000 and 9999.

RPLOT TEST
PROGRAM BAILI

PLTPI
SETPTCALF3 CORRl

CORRECTED
MEASUREMENTS

RECT2 CFOL2

OSCILLOSCOPE
DISPLAYS

FREQUENCY
LIST

CALIBRATION
DATA

INSTRUMENT
SUPERVISOR

COMPLEX
MATH

MATH AND
UTILITY LIBRARY

FREQUENCY
CONTROL

IELETYPE
t /o

Hardware

Sofiware

Teletype Network Signal Oscilloscopes
Analyzer Source
Interface

Fig.4. Heirarchy ot routines used by the example FORTRAN program RpLOT ot Fig.3.
Here the special test program used only the upper layers, through a lew high-levet
commands. The layered structutes, however, can be accessed at any levet to suit the

application at hand.
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memory increments or with hundred-thousand word discs,

allowing much more complex programs.

In the FORTRAN discussion above, the trade-off be-

tween convenience and memory size was mentioned. With

increased memory, this trade-off is altered drastically. In

fact, a i6K (16,000-word) computer is roughly 5 times

as powerful as an 8K version because both FORTRAN

and BASIC require so much of the smaller memory for

utility routines. Only 2000 to 3000 words out of 8000

are available for test programs and data, while the large

machine has 10,000 words available because it does not

add to the overhead. This makes it possible to combine

an entire series of standard programs (such as the one in

Table I) into a single program, plus doubling the data

capacity. Similarly, much more sophisticated BASIC

programs can be written.

A disc memory which records data magnetically on a

rotating surface adds a different kind of capability. With

internal core memory, the computer can access any piece

of data within 2 psec. With the disc, it may take up to

30 msec to access the first word of a data block. However,

the disc economically provides much larger storage -

176,000 or more words. The 85424 network analyzer

disc system saves a number of FORTRAN and BASIC

programs on the disc which can be read into memory

in 100 msec instead of the full minute which it takes to

read a paper tape. BASIC or FORTRAN programs can

call one another, so the user can add BASIC tasks to

standard FORTRAN programs. A task in the stand-

ard program can call up a user's BASIC program after

leaving the measured data on the disc. The BASIC pro-

gram can now analyze the data and return to the standard
program for the next test. The user is not even conscious

of the exchange, since it happens in a fraction of a second.

Now the measurements are made with the efficiency of a

compiled program, but the analysis program can be writ-

ten in the convenient interactive mode of BASIC.

Future

Although the 8542d software is a unique package for

bringing software flexibility to microwave engineers, it

does so within the framework of conventional computer

languages and techniques. This experience has uncovered

a number of new requirements for further instrumenta-

tion software, particularly for improvements in languages

and programming systems. Implementing for these needs

will soon make it even easier for the engineer to engage

the computer's full capabilities.
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Developing Accuracy Specifications for
Automatic Network Anal yzer Systems

By B. P. Hand

IN rHe usuAr. MEASUREMENT sysrEM either those few
instrument specifications which directly affect accuracy
are added linearly, or one predominates and is taken as
the system error. In microwave measurement systems,
however, the number of sources of error is so much
greater that adding them linearly results in too pessimistic
an error figure - one which is extremely unlikely to
occur. Furthermore, automatic measurement systems re-
move various frequency-dependent errors which are usu-
ally the major ones. As a result, many of the more subtle
errors which are usually neglected as having unimportant
effect must be considered.

Establishing accuracy specifications for the various
85424 systems, then, has involved examining and in-
cluding many additional sources of error and developing
means to combine them in realistic fashion. A general
technique has been evolved which appears to be appli-
cable in principle to any automatic measurement system.

Reviewing The ldeal Case

Before any discussion of the technique and its results,
it is in order to review the whole method of operation of
the system, insofar as accuracy is concerned - the cali-
bration process, the model set up as a result, the measure-
ment process, and the correction of the measurement data
to yield the final results. A general case will be consid-
ered, in which both reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients are measured. A representative system would
involve, for example, completely characterizing a coaxial
attenuator in the range from 2 to 12.4 GHz. Other cases,
such as measurements below 2 GHz. or of reflection onlv.
differ only in detail.

The test unit includes two directional couplers for
sampling the incident signal (Reference) and the reflected
or transmitted signal (Test). Externally, it has an 'Un-

known'port, to which the device under test is connected,

and a 'Return'port, to which two-port devices are also
connected. The model set up in the calibration process
includes the properties of this unit, plus some of the
errors due to the other instrumentation.

Calibration Process

The calibration process involves making sufficient
measurements with standards and conditions of known
characteristics to determine all these properties. Fig. 1 is
a signal flowgraph of the system model, with the various
model coefficients identified.

The s-parameters of any device connected to the Un-
known or between Unknown and Return ports are repre-
sented by srr, S:r, Sr.z, s, in the usual notation.

Flowgraph analysis results in the following general

expressions for the ideal measured values of reflection
(M") and transmission (M1) coefficients:

M p :  e o o  I
srrenr(l - srzeur) { s,s,2e2se 6 1
1 ...._ J11€11 - szz€zz - s21sp€1€2, I s.,'e1s2re22

, Sztes-
'  

I  - . t11911 -  szz€zz-  s21sp€1€221 s1€1s22€22

Using D, for the common denominator:

M n : r o o + @
D,

Mr: e,n -P 
Jz!€s:

' " I).

The calibration -"urtrr"ments are as follows:
1. Reflection with a sliding load. The computer measures

the reflection as connected, and then, three times, di-
rects the operator to slide the load and makes another
measurement. It then constructs a circle through these
four values and finds the center of the circle. so that.
effectively, Srr : 0, szr, srz and s2 are also zero, of
course, so

1 6
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Fig. 1. Slgna/ tlowpath ot system model.

2. Transmission without a through connection (both

measurement ports terminated).

. i11 : . i r r  :  S12 :  Jzz :  0,

SO Mr :  9 . t , ,

Reflection with a direct short.

Jr r  :  -11  Jzr  :  S12 :  5 " ,  ;  Q,

so M" - e^^ - 
€ot

o o -  
l + " r t

Reflection with an 'Offset Short' (a shorted coax line

one-quarter wavelength long at midband).

s.. : -e-i28,, where I is the length

of the short. For convenience,
le t  -e- j2?t :  lJ .  Jzr  :  J1,  :  J :z :  0,

so Ma: goo+ 
##;

5. Reflection with a through connection.

J 1 1 : 5 r "  : 0 ,  J r r  : 5 r r :  1 ,

so M": soo +;9fal'  
I  - € 1 1 e 2 2

6. Transmission with a through connection.

J r r :  J e z :  Q ,  J r r : 5 r 2  :  1 ,

so M6: s"o + T--92-
|  -  € t € e z

These six equations are solved by the computer to give

the desired model parameters:

Measurement Process

On an unknown, reflection and transmission measure-

ments are made, then either the device is reversed be-

tween ports, or internal switching reverses the direction

of signal flow, depending on which test unit is used, and

the two measurements are made again. The flowgraph

analysis is essentially the same in either case. The meas-

urements result in four ideal values as follows:

M o r - " o o + @
D,

M7r :  U " ,  I  &
D,

M7': '* * ff
l V l p 2 : " o n - W

D2

where D, is D, with the s-parameters interchanged:

D, - I - s r"e 1y- s 11€ 22- s ps 21e 1€ 22{ s 22€ ys s€ 22

This corresponds to reversing the device.

Correction Process

The computer then solves the equations above for s'r,

S:r, Srz, and s22. No explicit solution is given here, since

it would be very complex. The computer uses an iterative
process which has been demonstrated to have negligible

error.

Sources of Error

The above process takes into account only some of the
possible sourres of error. There are a great many others,

but these may be conveniently grouped into three types:
1) Imperfections of the three calibration standards. These

are carefully manufactured to very close tolerances, but

the tolerances do exist and must be taken into account.
Besides diameter and length variations, other factors con-

sidered are plating, skin depth, eccentricity, surface
roughness, and air dielectric.
2) Noise. This, of course, enters into every measurement.
Its effect is reduced by averaging multiple measurements
- at least two at high signal levels and up to twelve at

lower levels.

3) 'Gain Error'. This is a catch-all term to include all

other sources of error, mainly in the instrumentation,

which directly aftect the magnitude and phase of a meas-

ured signal. Whereas noise adds, gain error multiplies.

Some of the major sources are the IF attenuator, RF con-

nectors, and switch repeatability errors.

Actual Relations

Considering now what actually happens in the whole
process, it can be seen that the effect of noise and gain

error must be included in everv measurement. while

€so: lUIt

-  r s ( M , - M " ) l ( M , - M n )
" t r : @

f i  + r s x M t - M , ) ( M , - M o )e o t : @

€ss: lUI,

M , - M
e 2 2 :

e o r * ( M u - M r ) e '

e" " -  (Mu-Mr ) ( I - €n€zz )

At the end of the calibration process, these six values are
stored for use in correcting all subsequent measurements.
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errors in the calibration standards cnter into their corre- The correction then is made by solving for the s-param-
sponding measurements. Referring again to the six cali- eters, using these actual measured values and the actual
bration measurements, and using primes to indicate stored values for the model parameters. The problem is to
actual values: determine the possible error in the resulting calculated
1) Instead of M, - eoo, the computer gets a value s-parameters.

M1' : o*e,) (e,o r7ft;+", ) 
'T::T 

:"u]ill" seen rhat any artempt at a compreteI  - J 4 1 1

Here e, is the gain effor, N, the noise, and S the reflection explicit solution is pointless since, while the maximum

coefficient of the sliding load. S is not necessarily zero; the magnitudes of the various terms are known, their phases

Zo of the line may not be exactly 50 ohms and the center- are, in general' quite unpredictable. Various approaches

finding process is affected by noise. were taken involving the combining of random-phase

2) No standards are involved, so terms in the root of the sum of the squares (RSS), or the

M,, : (ller) (e"o*N") 
assignment of phase in steps to different variables in turn.

3) The errors of the direct short itself turn out to be 
These were all felt very unsatisfactory' because of the

negligible, so 
rnterlocking and implicit relations between the terms and
because there was no way of determining what the con-

M,, : (l*e") (",,-;?l+ll) fidence level was.
rt€t Finally, it was decided to solve the problem statis-

4) The offset short reflection coefficient can be in error tically, taking advantage of a computer-driven random-
in both magnitude and phase, so number generator. This is the technique that has resulted

Mo, : ,Ie) (e**}!3}-+N,) in the current accuracy specification.
' I - Iyerl ' -' 

Each of the random-phase variables - the six model
5) and 6) No standards are involved, so parameters and all the gain error and lsiss fern3 - ig

Ms' : (l*e") (eo*-@+N.) i::1t*O 
a phase angle between 0 and 2z.at random' The

' 1-srrsr, ' " " magnitudes of the parameters and the noise are assigned

andMu, - (l*eu) (e""*;L*NJ 
random values between an estimated minimum and the

' l-s'rsr"' "' maximum allowed in production testing of the instru-
These then are the actual measured values from which ments, while the gain error magnitude is the RSS of all the
the computer derives the model parameters. Re-desig- individual contributions. The desired input magnitudes of
nating the computer quantities, with ideal quantities in the s-parameters of the unknown are assigned in the de-
parentheses: sired steps while their phases are also random. For con-

(eoJ L : Mr' venience, s' and s, have the same magnitude, while s,

(err) R _ rs(M"-M"')*.(Mr'-M^') and s', are equal in both phase and magnitude.
rs(M"t-Mn') The whole process gone through by the 85424 is

(eor) T _ (I*rs)(M,'-M"') (Mr'-Mn') written into a general-purpose error-analysis program.
Ts(M"-Mn') Actual rather than ideal values are used in all calcula-

(e"J Ll - M2' tions. This yields a set of calculated s-parameters which

(err) p1 -:--Yi--U!- are compared with the input values to determine their
T + (M"'-M1')R errors. The entire calibration-measurement-correction-

(e",) Tl : (M6'-M.r') (L-RRI) comparison process is carried out 100 times, new random
In the measurements on an unknown, gain error and noise magnitudes and angles being assigned each time. The
enter again, so errors in s' and s, and in s, and s1.2 are compared with

Mp{: (l*e*t)(ero]-s"eot(l-s"e"') * s"s'"e"en' , n, I 
previous errors and the maximum values are stored' At- T t l \ n t ) t h e e n d o f 1 0 0 c y c l e s , t h e 9 w o r s t v a l u e s a r e s t o r e d . T h e

Myrt -(ller,) (e"o + **z* Nr,) 
program then discards the 8 worst and prints out the 9th

D, ' -'r r/ worst. Since s,, and s= have the same nominal values, in

Mv2' : (r*e,,) (e"o *ff + x,,) :k1jf;:fiit?rT::':Ti;':?':11""::ff::fff:
Mp2,: ( I tedkooI ! " r ior ( r -s te"r ) - I  sr"srre, r ren,  ,  n ,  ,  Pr intedvaluescorrespond toag6vo conf idencelevel .The

T f t\ nz) same applies to s, and srr.
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Results

The advantages of this technique are that it gives re-

sults of predictable confidence level and that the con-

fidence level may be set at whatever value desired. A

smoother set of data can readily be obtained by taking

more samples. The curves of Fig. 2 show the complete

results for the 81 43A in the range from 2 to 72.4 GHz.

These curves were obtained with the standard software

averaging of from 2 to 12 measurements, depending on

signal levcl. To reduce thc effect of noise at low level, the

programs may readily bc modified to average more mcas-

urements. The dotted curve in Fig. 2b was obtained by

reducing the noise level by a factor of 10, corrcsponding

to averaging 100 measurements. It shows the substantial

improvement in accuracy to be expected.

The results obtained with this technique apply to all

8542A systems in general. A particular system at a given

frequency may be consistcntly better or worse, since some

errors taken as random in the general case are systematic

in the individual case. However, this suggests the next

logical step. Any user with the necessary equipment may

determine his own system parameters and put these into

the error-analysis program, substituting known ma-qnitude

and phase for random magnitude and phase wherever

possible. The result after running this program will be

an accuracy specification applying to that particular sys-

tem. The more variables thus processed the better the

resulting specifi cation.
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Fig. 2, Curves show complete accuracy results tor HP
Model 8743A Retlection/Transmlssion fest Sef in fhe
range 2.0 to 12.4 GHz. Dotted curve ot Fig.2b shows
improvement in accuracy obtained when noise is re-
duced by a tactor ot 10.
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Applications of the Automatic
Network Analyzer

By Brian Humphries

Tnp powrn oF THE AUTOMATTC NETWoRK ANALyzER
lies in its ability to characterize RF and microwave de-
vices completely, accurately, and rapidly, then to process
and present the information in almost any way desired.
The consequences of this power are perhaps best made
evident with examples.

Automatic Component Pre-testing

A key ingredient in some recent advances in micro-
wave microcircuitry has been the ability of the automatic
network analyzer to fully characterize both active and
passive components before they are committed to final
circuits. Some new, small, mechanically tuned oscillators
for X and Ku bands use negative resistance devices such
as Gunn or Impatt diodes in miniature cavities. It is pos-
sible to assure they will perform as desired by analyzing
both the devices and the cavities before assembly. To
make best use of each diode, one wants to know the fre-
quency range within which its impedance is negative real,
and the bias current for optimum negative resistance.
Measuring the diode's reflection coefllcient in a 5O-ohm
system, as a function both of frequency and bias, gives
the whole story. This fully reveals regions of potential
instability, and of optimum behavior. It requires very
many tests and calculations, which the automatic analyzer
quickly and easily performs. The information can imme-
diately appear on a scope face, if desircd, or a teleprinter
will make a tabulated record.

The analyzer also speeds the task of tuning the cavity
to the desired frequency, and determining the impedance
seen by the diode at resonance. The oscil loscope photo-
graph in Fig. I shows how the analyzer displays the real
and imaginary parts of input impedance from 12.5 to
18.0 GHz, with data displayed every 150 MHz. The in-

strument repeatedly sweeps the band, measuring reflec-
tion coefficient at each frequency. It continually calculates
impedance and presents the information. The cavity now
can be adjusted in real time, with full knowledge of the
effect.

Fig. 1, Scope shows real and imaginary components ot
tuning cavity impedance. Resonant frequency is easity
detetmined, as is value of impedance at resonance.
Vertical scale +40 to -40 e, hotizonta! scate 12.5 to
18.0 GHz with cne dot tor each 150 MHz.

Automatic Testing lor Production Control

A recent hybrid microcircuit amplifier (HP 350054)
delivers 40 dB gain, -+3 dB, across the band 0. 1 to
2.0 GHz. It would have been almost impossible to put
it into production without the automatic analyzer's ability
to provide process control information during the actual
production cycle. The amplifier consists of four sections,
each of two stages. The analyzer takes a full set of scat-
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tering parameters on each unpackaged transistor. These
are then compared with acceptable limits. Transistors
thus pre-screened are attached to a substrate containing
the passive elements of a two-stage section. The ana-
lyzer then fully characterizes this subassembly, listing its
s-parameters on a teleprinter. With this information the
operator accepts or rejects the device. If the section is
accepted, the analyzer then generates a punched paper
tape of the information. As many as 97 of these records
are now analyzed together on another computer to make
an optimum sort of the entire lot, so groups of four may
be combined to produce optimum yield of whole ampli-
fiers having the desired overall gain and flatness.

Automatic Finished-product Analysis

Fig. 3 shows the teleprinter output from a program
that tests isolator/filters. The analyzer takes VSWR and
isolation data, compares the data against preset limits
and indicates an out-of-tolerance condition by printing
an x in the appropriate column. The program can be in-
structed to select appropriately among the data, and print
out only useful data for that and surrounding points. All
the operator need do is answer'Y' to the question, 'New

meas?l comply with commands to connect the device,
and enter the serial number of the unit to be tested.

When equipped with an optional phaseJocked signal
source, for highest frequency precision, the analyzer is
well suited to characterize narrow-band devices. The

scope photos in Fig. 4 show how minutely the analyzer
can examine a sharp filter (HP Model 5364, Coaxial
Frequency Meter).

Frequency Domain to Time Domain Conversion

Much of the analyzer's power is in the many possible
mathematical operations by the system computer. With
this the analyzer often can derive data which the hard-
ware cannot directly measure. Fig. 5 displays the output
resulting from a program which measures reflection co-
efficient in the frequency domain, then converts the data
into the time domain. The time domain information is
related to distance, using known propagation velocity,
and the results of an equivalent time domain impulse test
are displayed on a scope. Here the measurement was of
a strip-line transistor fixture connected to a 1O-cm airline
and terminated in a 50-ohm load. The power of the tech-
nique is such that one can realize resolution of the order
of I cm and sensitivity of 0.001 in reflection coefficient.
An added benefit of frequency domain testing is to ana-
lyze limited-band systems such as waveguide where time
domain reflectometry has been impractical.

Calculating Group Delay

Group delay is given by the derivative of the transmis-
sion phase characteristic. All that is required to calculate
group delay directly from measured phase information is
a program which can approximate the slope of the trans-
mission phase curve. Fig. 6 shows such a measurement
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Fig. 2. A typical teleptinter list-
ing gives test operator a quick
look at data on lwo-stage sec-
tion ot 0.1-2.0 GHz amplitier.
It gain limits are lound to be
w ith i n spec iti c atio n s, o pe tato r
commancls s-parametet clata to
be punched on tape tor off-line
analysis.
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I N T R A D Y N E  S Y S T E M S T  I N C "  P A L O

I S O L A T O R / ' I I T E R  S / N '  A A 6 9 I

F R E O .  G A I N  V S I R

5 1 , 3 3

Fig.3. Printout f rcm a prcgrcm
designed tor high-speed pro-
duction testing of an isolator/
tilter combination. Note the dit-
terent frequency intervals above
and below the passband, and
the indication ot specitic points
o t  in te tes t  w i th in  the  band.
Sottw a re i  n st ru ct io n s se/ecled
out  these s ign i f i can t  po in ts
lrom the weltet ol other infor-
mation.
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Fig. 4, Transmission and rcflection chatacteilstics ol
sharp lilter (HP Model 536A Frequency Meter). Curve ol
transmission magnitude (above, lett) is centered on
3 GHz, vertical scale 0.4 dB/division. fransmission
phase characteristic (above, right) rs shown at 20/div.
Magnitude (lower lett) and phase (lower right) ol rctlec-
tion coeflicients are shown. Scale factor lor magnitude
is 0.025/div, and tor phase 20o/div.

tor a 2O cm airline. Theoretical value for an ideal line is
0.66 ns. Good agreement with measured data is evident.

Conclusion

It has been possible here to indicate only broadly, by

these few examples, what sort of problems the automatic

network analyzer can efficiently solve. Among the many

who have contributed application information to us, Mr.
Ed Oxner of Intradyne Systems, Inc. is due particular

thanks. @

Fig. 5. Retlection coellicient as a tunction ot distance
for a stripline transistor tixture ted thtough a 10 cm air-
line. Full scale rctlection is 0.0625. Full scale distance
is 60 cm.
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

HP Model 8542A
Automatic Network Analyzer

AVAILABLE CONFIGURATIONS AND CAPABILITIES

RF STIMULUS OPTIONS
STANDARD SIGNAL SOURCE

Plug- in  osc i l la to r  cover ing  O. '11-12 .4  GHz w i th  th ree  r f  un i ts .  Ana-
lyzer  ava i lab le  w i th  one,  two,  o r  th ree  r l  un i ts  to  cover  par t  o r  a l l
of range. Automatic frequency setting :L0.25% + l0 MHz. Max.
ou tpu t  power  a t  leas t  0  dBm,0 .11  to  4 .0  GHz,  a t  leas t  +10 dBm,
4 lo  12-4  GHz.  Broadband power  leve l ing  and au tomat ic  band
se lec t ion  in  mu l t i -band vers ions .

FREQUENCY-STABIL IZED SIGNAL SOURCE
Uses modu les  f rom Standard  source  and incorpora les  Frequency
Synthes tzer  as  p rec is ion  f requency  re le rence.  Resu l t ing  source
has f requency  accuracy  t1  par t  in  106 +  5  kHz.  Frequency-
stabil ized source available with fourth rf unit to extend Analvzer
coverage to  18 .0  GHz.

DC STIMULUS OPTION
DC BIAS SUPPLY

Programmable ,  dua l -ou tpu t  power  supp ly  p rov ides  t30  V - r0 .5  A
output to bias transistors, diodes, solid-state amplit iers, etc.

MEASUREMENT OPTIONS
NETWORK ANALYZER

Two channe ls  ( re fe rence and tes t ) .  Makes  ampl i tude and phase
measurements  t rom 0 .11  to  12 .4  GHz (18 .0  GHz opt iona l )  to  de ter -
mine  bo th  re f lec t ion  and t ransmiss ion  coef f i c ien ts  o t  dev ice  under
tes t .  Inc ludes  in tegra t ing  ana log- to -d ig i ta l  conver te r  to  d ig i t i ze
measured in lo rmat ion  fo r  da ta  man ipu la t ion  in  the  Cont ro l  and
Digital Processor Sub-system, and CRT readout devices for both
corrected and uncorrected displays.

TEST SETS
Passive instruments selectively leed proper signals to Network
Ana lyzer  to  de termine bo th  re f lec t ion  and t ransmiss lon  coet f i c ien ts
of two-port network under test. Contain broadband directional
couplers, calibrated l ine stretcher, and an array of microwave
swi tches .  Tes t  se ts  ava i lab le :  one to r  t requency  range 0 .11-2 .0
GHz,  one to r  range 2 .0-18 .0  GHz.  Under  normal  sys tem conf igura-
l ions ,  power  inc ident  on  dev ice  under  tes t  can  typ ica l l y  be  se t
manua l ly  anywhere  be tween -26  and -2  dBm in  the  range 0 .11
to  2 .0  GHz,  and be tween -34  and -  14  dBm in  the  range 2 .0  to
18.0  GHz.

Transistor f ixtures available to measure TO-18 (TO-72) and TO-5
(TO-12) packaged devices from 0.11 to 2.0 cHz. Accommodate
s tandard  lead conf igura t ions  w i thout  need lo  cu t  leads .

Bias insertion networks, 500, apply dc to test device via center
conductors  o f  inpu t  and/or  ou tpu t  coax ia l  t ransmiss ion  l ines .  Two
d i f fe ren t  b ias  tees  ava i lab le ,  one cover ing  0 .1 -3 .0  GHz,  another
cover ing  1 .0 -12 .4  GHz.

CALIBRATION EQUIPMENT
Calibration programs supplied with 84524 Automatic Network Ana-
lyzers require a set ot slandards lor given connector type (APC-7,
N,  OSM,  GR-900)  o r  wavegu ide  s ize .  Each bas ic  ca l ib ra t ion  k i t
contains standards common to entire lrequency range covered bi
tha t  connector  o r  wavegu ide  s ize .  Add i t iona l  s tandards  requ i red
in specific lrequency ranges are separalely available.

CONTROL AND DIGITAL PROCESSING OPTIONS
I  NSTRUMENTATION COMPUTERS

Choice  o t  Mode l  21148 (8 ,1g2-word ,  s to red-program computer  w i th
seven l /O channe ls ,  expandab le  to  24)  o r  Mode l  21168 (8 ,192-
word slored-program computer, with 16,384-word option, sixteen
l /O channe ls ,  expandab le  to  48 .  H igh-speed punched tape input  i s
standard with each computer. Optional memory expansion: both
magnetic tape and disc memory peripherals are available.

INPUT/OUTPUT OPTIONS
TELEPRI  NTERS

Model 25724 (modified ASR-33) lor systems where telaprinter use
is 5 hours per day or less; tor heavier duty, Model 27548 (modified
ASR-35) is available.

PUNCHED TAPE OUTPUT
120 character/second tape punch, recommended lor systems
expected to deliver considerable hard-copy output or where
FORTRAN is antlcipated to modify standard software. (Both tele-
printers have punched tape output ot more l imited speed and
format.)

OSCILLOSCOPE
Measurement subsystem includes CRT display of polar or rec-
tangular plots, corrected or uncorrected, in usual size screens.
Large-screen scope, readable at distances up to 10 feet, optional.

X.Y PLOTTER
Optional X-Y point plotter makes hard copy replicas, up to 11" x
17", ol any oscil loscope display. Typically a 50-point display can
be t rans fer red  in  less  than 15  seconds,  inc lud ing  a lpha/numer ic
labe ls .

I
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